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WELCOME

Dear Rowan Knitter,

Cover Image | Eliot
by Lisa Richardson from Magazine 66 Bookbound

Welcome to the Autumn Winter 2019 e-Newsletter!
Autumn is one of our favourite seasons here at Rowan and as we go into October, the season
is very much in full flow! Highlights so far have included the Rowan Magazine getting a brand
new look, the launch of our new concept MODE at Rowan, plus the luxurious new yarns
Island Blend and Cashmere Haze. We’ve also celebrated the arrival of our fantastic new Rowan
branded accessories range including needle rolls and project bags!

Image | Bowfell
by Lisa Richardson from British Made

CONTACT US

In this newsletter, we hear from the very talented Jen Geigley who took time out to chat to us
about what makes her tick and the inspiration behind her fantastic new book Modern Family Knits.
We take a look at the amazing work carried out by the Florence Nightingale Hospice and Kerry
Kimber keeps us up to date on the latest news from Knitting For All in her regular column.

Also in this issue, Katherine Lymer gives us a masterclass in knitting in the round, Katie Calvert
takes a playful look at Knitting in TV and film and we also pay a visit to yarn stores Stitch,
Wasatch & Wool and Der Faden. As the Rowan Flagship programme goes from strength to
strength, we are proud to welcome several new Flagships in Scandinavia-we catch up with them
and hear about their inspirational stores and amazing surroundings.We also introduce you to our
new global flagship-find out more on page 34.

We would love to hear your feedback on the new collections and so do please visit our pages
on Facebook and Twitter to leave your comments.You can follow us on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram to see what we are up to during the season ahead!
Happy Knitting!

The Rowan team
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SEASONAL MESSAGE

CONTRIBUTORS

M O D E AT ROWA N
IS HERE

CONTRIBUTORS
Annika Andrea Wolke

MODE at Rowan is an exciting new concept for 2019. It celebrates
the very best of modern, pared-back design, with capsule collections of
patterns, using some of the best-loved Rowan yarns.

Annika Andrea Wolke is a knitting designer who has been published
by Rowan and MODE at Rowan, as well as other international
knitting magazines. She is originally from Germany and one of
the few people in the Rowan design office who knits Continental.

Each MODE at Rowan story brings you simpler projects in both modern
and classic shapes, and includes pieces for layering and outfit options that
can be worn together or mixed and matched. Shades selected from the
Rowan range have been used to create two palettes of warm creams and
minks, and cool blues and greys.
We have worked with designers Lisa Richardson, Martin Storey,
Annika Andrea Wolke, Georgia Farrell and Quail Studio to produce a
modern wardrobe of key handknit pieces including generous scarves
and wraps, boyfriend cardigans, cropped sweaters, beanies, and oversized
jumpers in cables, ribs, and textured stitches.
Rowan Brand Manager, David MacLeod said: “MODE Collection One
is a new concept for Rowan. It’s where we look at the contemporary
designs and bring them together and photograph them in a contemporary
style. It is also about having layer pieces which also work individually. ”
In addition to MODE Collection One, Quail Studio have created
a series of smaller collections based around single yarns–Brushed
Fleece, Cashmere Tweed, Alpaca Classic and Big Wool. Quail Studio
CEO Darren Brant said: “All of the team at Quail Studio have been
so thrilled to have been asked to collaborate with Rowan on this new
concept. MODE at Rowan is the perfect fit for our in-house style
and photography vision, giving a new space in the market for modern
contemporary hand-knit design and refined styling. We look forward to
growing the MODE at Rowan concept each season and working with
exciting new designers.
You can follow MODE at Rowan on social media at:
@modeatrowan on Instagram
www.facebook.com/ModeatRowan
@modeatrowan on Twitter.
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Ker ry Kimber
Kerry Kimber is founder and director of “Knitting For All,”
a franchised business providing award winning knitting and
crafting classes for all ages. With her rapidly-growing team of
franchisees, and working in partnership with Rowan, she is
inspiring a love of knitting around the country.
See the MODE video here

Kather ine Lymer
Katherine Lymer is a knitting tutor, designer and writer based in
the inspirational countryside of the Scottish Borders. She enjoys
travelling throughout the UK leading workshops on all aspects
of knitting, and teaching people of all ages and skill levels.

Katie Calvert
Katie Calvert’s background was in fashion and textiles, with
previous experience in trend forecasting, public relations and
events before joining the closeknit Rowan team as a freelancer
in September 2015. Her love of fashion writing means she can
pass her passion on to you!

Rosee Woodland
Rosee Woodland is a knit and crochet designer and technical
editor who is fascinated by Britain’s textile heritage. She
previously edited The Knitter and Knit Today magazines and
is currently writing her first book.
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YARN STORE FOCUS

STITCH
Nantwich, Cheshire, UK
Words by Beverley Ozard

Stitch is a knitting, fabric and lifestyle shop set in the heart of
the historic town of Nantwich, Cheshire. I have been trading
now for 18 years and have seen many changes along the way,
adapting the shop as necessary. I was trained in fashion and
textiles, specialising in knitwear, later becoming a teacher when
my children were small.
In the shop I run a range of courses, a knit and natter group
and an evening class called ‘Stitching School’ where we cover
everything from crochet to pattern cutting. Customers want a
shopping experience as such. With the increasing online threat
to high street shops, we have to offer something that cannot be
purchased on a laptop. To compliment the shop I opened the
adjoining tearoom in 2005 called Ginger & Pickles, therefore
helping with the ‘whole’ shopping experience; customers enjoy
a nice piece of cake whilst perusing through knitting patterns.

I grew up in retail, my parents had a lady and gents’ outfitters,
specialising in made to measure suits. As a child I would go to
the factories and see and feel all of the cloth waiting to be made
into wonderful garments. I learned to knit when I was five
and progressed from making dolls clothes to 1980’s dramatic
jumpers, to current more simplistic designs.

Talking to customers and listening to their needs has helped
me to realise that they often require a simple pattern that is
fashionable and easy to follow. I have been designing simple
garments and toys using the lovely Rowan yarns on my shelves.
The reaction to one of the jumpers made in Rowan Felted
Tweed has gone down really well, with yarn sales and customer
orders. My aim is to continue designing and manufacturing
my own range whilst, hopefully, inspiring others to make their
own clothes again. My classes are full of people wanting to
be creative again and I very much want to encourage them
with their creativity. We need to protect our environment too
by making garments in natural yarns and fabrics making them
sustainable and not throw away fashion made with fabrics that
take years to decompose! Also by making and creating again it
has been found that it helps our mental health. Recent research
by J Walter Thompson has found that, ‘taking part in creative
activities has the biggest impact on wellbeing in later life.’ This
confirms we should all keep our hands busy and our minds clear.
Stitch
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YARN STORE FOCUS

WA S AT C H & WO O L

Margaux’s favorite Rowan yarns vary with the seasons.
This spring, she knit Brookings by Marie Green in Rowan
Kid Classic, which became her number one selling project.
For summer, her best-selling yarn has been Denim Revive,
shown on Margaux in the photo below. Moving into fall,
she will be featuring the MODE at Rowan collection in the
store and at Stitches Salt Lake consumer market in October,
as well as Moordale, and finishing with Sultano and Sultano
Fine for luxury knits this winter.

Park City, Utah, USA

“If you like the winters, you are going to love the summers!”
This favourite saying of locals in Utah rang true to Margaux
Kelleher, who first visited the scenic Park City, Utah for a ski
vacation almost 30 years ago and continued to visit annually
until she was able to relocate from her New Jersey home with
her husband five years ago.
Framed by the Wasatch mountain range, the Park City area
features outdoor activities throughout the year. There was a
definite need for a yarn store and as the couple made the move
in July, 2014, Margaux already had created her business plan.
By November, Wasatch and Wool was a reality, with 600 square
feet of natural fiber yarns and design inspiration.

Margaux’s philosophy of knitting is simple and reflects the
beauty of the Wasatch and Park City regions – to create
carefully made natural-fiber garments that help steward our
environment and mirror the seasons of nature. With massproduced garments easily available, the three-four beautifully
handknit garments her customers create annually are the ones
that they will treasure forever, and Margaux trusts in Rowan
Yarns to help nurture these beliefs.

Wasatch & Wool

Rowan was one of the first yarn brands purchased for the
shop. Margaux invested in the successful Kidsilk Haze and
Felted Tweed lines then branched out to Summerlite DK at
the beginning. Interested in expanding her Rowan selection,
Margaux attended Rowan’s first session of Retailer workshops
in Chicago in April, 2018, and was on her way to becoming
one of Rowan’s Flagship stores in the western United States.
Classes are an important part of the Wasatch and Wool
community. The most popular class is Colorwork. In a ski
town, there is much demand for traditional (and untraditional)
Fair Isle hats, sweaters and accessories. Margaux includes lots
of options in her store – with a mix of design inspirations from
both traditional and independent designers, as well as Rowan.
Wasatch and Wool also offers many drop-in classes, led by two
very experienced, versatile teachers. With so many tourists,
these flexible classes can cover anything from simple finishing
to learning aran and brioche techniques. This encourages
repeat customers who, like Margaux’s family, enjoy visiting the
area every year.
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YARN STORE FOCUS

DER FADEN
Soest, Germany

Knitting makes you happy! This wisdom has been shared for
generations. Knitting gives you the time to let your thoughts
fly, make plans and dream big. 28 years ago, Conny Wenthaus
made her dream of owning a small yarn shop a reality. She
established her little dream just outside the centre of Soest,
Germany.
Her shop quickly grew into a paradise for knitters who visit
the shop even from far outside of the medieval city, where her
shop is located. The shop not only offers a wide range of yarns,
including Rowan, but also offers knitting classes and a monthly
knitting café.
In 1996 the idea for an exhibition to present the highlights
of the new season was born which has grown into a popular
yearly event. On the day of the event in September “Der
Faden” draws in knitters from far and near.
In 2007, Rowan made its debut in the shop when Conny was
looking for a high-quality luxury yarn to add to her shop.
At the time, Rowan was mostly unknown to knitters in Soest
but Conny’s love for Kidsilk Haze and Felted Tweed quickly
spread to her customers who appreciate the excellent quality
and large range of colours Rowan has to offer.
After moving the shop to a bigger location 10 years ago,
Rowan even received its own corner in the shop where you
can find Rowan classics such as Brushed Fleece, Alpaca Classic,
Kid Classic, Moordale and Fine Lace but also the new quality
Cashmere Haze.
The Team at “Der Faden” is made up of four enthusiastic
knitters who offer advice and help to customers and have
helped Conny’s dream to grow into an exclusive destination
for creative knitters looking for yarn from all around the world.
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AUTUMN

Magazine 66
Bookbound

Magazine 66 Rowan
Focus Natural Fibres

Rowan Selects Sultano
& Sultano Fine

Bookbound… to study intently.
A collection of classic yet modern,
timeless knitwear inspired by and
photographed in the historic
university town of Cambridge.
The magazine features Rowan’s
best-loved yarns.

This is the companion collection
to Magazine 66 Bookbound–15
designs by Lisa Richardson using
Rowan’s new yarns, Cashmere
Haze and Island Blend.

Rowan Sultano returns to the
range as a special edition in the
original knitting weight and
in a new finer version. This
premium yarn is loved by many
knitters and allows everyone
to add a touch of luxury
to their choice of accessories.

View Collection

View Collection

Felted Tweed
Aran Knits
A four-project collection
for Rowan by Quail Studio
featuring Felted Tweed Aran.
View Collection

View Collection

All Year Round
A comprehensive, collection of
13 women’s handknit pieces
featuring beautiful knit textures–
from easy-to-knit stocking stitch
to stunning cables, lace, bobbles
and slip-stitch techniques.

View Collection
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Kaffe takes a nostalgic look at
Fair Isle and colour work. His
signature colour combinations
give these designs a unique and
recognizable look.

View Collection

Special Fine Knits

New Nordic Men's Collection

Quail Studio’s four-project
collection for Rowan features
Summerlite 4ply, Alpaca
Classic, Fine Lace and
Kidsilk Haze.

ARNE & CARLOS follow on from their successful
New Nordic ladies booklet, bringing us a special menswear
collection. Using their personal favourite yarns, Felted Tweed
and Kidsilk Haze, the designer duo draw on the traditions of
Nordic knitting to create these interesting and unique patterns.

Br itish Made
Lisa Richardson selects Rowan’s
British yarns and infuses them
with her take on traditional
knitting. In her recognisable
style, Lisa plays with interesting
shapes, colourwork placement
and simple stitch details for a
collection that has something
for everyone.
View Collection

View Collection

View Collection
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Kaffe Fassett's
Winter Vintage

ARNE & CARLOS
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AUTUMN

at

MODE at Rowan Collection One
MODE brings quality and timeless design to the forefront with stylish
hand knitwear design. Collection One includes 18 stunning designs
using a special tonal colour palette.
View Collection

MODE
4 Projects
Brushed Fleece

4 Projects
MODE at Rowan
Cashmere Tweed

Four essential wardrobe classics
using Brushed Fleece, a soft, light
yarn perfect for winter.

Cashmere
Tweed
showcases
textured stitches perfectly. These
four projects include luxury
sweaters and accessories.

View Collection

MODE 4 Projects
Alpaca Classic
These four projects by Quail Studio
elevate your wardrobe with relaxed
shapes in super-soft Alpaca Classic.
View Collection

View Collection

MODE
B i g Wo o l Te x t u r e s
Quail Studio creatively uses Big
Wool for evey-day wear.
View Collection
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NEW YARNS

AUTUMN

CASHMERE

ISLAND

HAZE

BLEND

made with

made with

Cashmere

Falkland Fine Merino Wool

A new addition to the Rowan ‘Haze’ family, Cashmere
Haze is a premium fine-weight yarn which is soft and light
to the touch. Created by blending cashmere, mulberry silk
and baby alpaca, this yarn is perfect for accessories and
garments alike.

Specially selected Falkland Island wool, baby alpaca and
silk are blended together in this premium yarn. The
Falkland Islands wool growers produce some of the ﬁnest
merino wool in the world. Read more about this new
yarn in a special feature in Rowan Magazine 66 by Rosee
Woodland.

Modern Family Knits

Cosy Alpaca Knits

21 designs for all the family by Jen Geigley.
We caught up with Jen to hear more about the
inspiration behind this fantastic new book–turn
to page 28 for the interview.

Jem Weston presents 10 projects inspired by
Peruvian textiles using a calm palette of blues and
greens highlighted with accents of warm pinks
and mustard yellows. Projects include a simple
rag rug, cushions, Fair Isle plant baskets and
blankets, there’s something to make every
home cosy.

View Collection

Essential Sweaters

Both of these new yarns feature in Rowan Magazine 66 Focus

Welcome the season with a wardrobe refresh of
essential sweaters. Quail Studio's cosy collection
of sweaters includes lightweight layers,
classic styling and cable knits.

View Collection
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View Collection

Seasonal Palette
by Dee Hardwicke
Inspired by the landscapes surrounding Dee’s
home in Wales, this versatile palette of
Felted Tweed shades introduces Dee’s
gorgeous new colours for Rowan.
View Collection
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AUTUMN/WINTER REVIEW

A ( YA R N ) H E RO R E T U R N S
This autumn sees the revival of a Rowan favour ite, reports Rosee Woodland.
Every knitter deserves a little luxury, and it’ll be easier
to treat yourself this season, thanks to the return of a
much-loved yarn.
Rowan Sultano was launched as a limited edition yarn in
2017 and proved so popular that Rowan have brought it
back in two different weights.
The original chunky Sultano makes a return in four new
essential shades, and it’s accompanied by sister yarn Rowan
Sultano Fine–a perfect choice for sumptuous lighter knits.
Sultano simply contains all the good stuff. A special blend
of silk, mohair and cashmere, it is spun using an innovative
technique that makes it airy and delicate. The silk gives
it a glistening sheen, while the mohair and cashmere add
buttery softness, warmth and subtle texture. Whichever
you choose, both yarns are ideal for accessories or
wear-it-forever garments.
Sultano

Sultano Fine

There are six shades available in Sultano Fine;
Pewter, Shell, Sangria, Juniper, Lapis, and Raisin.
Sangria is a glorious rich rose-toned burgundy,
while Pewter is a gunmetal grey with a touch of
silver. With the yardage of a 4ply at 225m per 50g
ball, but designed to be knitted on 4.5mm needles,
a little goes a long way.

This season Lisa Richardson and Quail Studio have
come together to create a capsule collection of designs
celebrating the return of Sultano, which is available
as a free booklet from all good Rowan stockists.
The collection includes a stylish beanie hat, shaped scarf,
a cropped waterfall cardigan and essential simple sweater.
Some of the designs feature Rowan’s super-fluffy vegan
pom-poms too!
Rowan Selects Sultano returns with four must-knit shades;
Pearl, Arctic, Juniper and Sangria. Arctic has the cool hues
of a pale sky after snow, while Pearl is that warm cream
that’s simply a by-word for luxury. It’s a classic chunky
weight yarn, and knits up quickly on 6mm needles. Choose
it for last-minute accessory gifts, although be warned that
once you’ve cast off you may struggle to part with your
Sultano creations!
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AUTUMN

IT'S A WRAP
by Martin Storey

Wraps, ponchos and scarves

Introducing the latest collection from Martin Storey! Nine
original designs in Rowan yarns, It’s A Wrap brings you wraps,
scarves and a poncho in Brushed Fleece, Big Wool, Alpaca
Classic and Kidsilk Haze.

COLLECTION
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AUTUMN

COVET
by Kim Hargreaves

KIM by Kim Harg reaves No7

The latest collection from Kim Hargreaves features 12
beautiful designs in a soft palette of blues and neutrals,
all worked in Alpaca Classic, Alpaca Soft DK, Kidsilk Haze
and Brushed Fleece.

COLLECTION
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AUTUMN

MASON-DIXON KNITTING
F I E L D G U I D E N O. 1 2

BIG JOY
by Kay Gardiner and Ann Shayne

The latest Field Guide from Mason Dixon celebrates the joy of
giving. Jen Geigley has designed the collection which includes
a cosy cardigan, accessories and a fabulous bobble throw.
All are knitted in Rowan Big Wool to keep you and the lucky
recipient of your knitting super warm this winter!

COLLECTION
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I N T E RV I E W W I T H

JEN GEIGLEY
Ground breaking Iowa handknit designer Jen Geigley
publishes her first collection in Rowan yar ns this autumn.
Rosee Woodland found out more.
RW: You studied fine art and graphic design at
college. How did you transition to knitwear design?
JG: Art and design have been a huge part of my daily life
since I was a child. I learned how to knit in 2008 and
quickly became interested in learning everything I could
about knitwear, patterns and construction. I began posting
patterns on Ravelry.com in 2010 and had great luck with
my first pattern, the Gap-tastic Cowl and that kicked off
my knitwear design journey.
From there, I submitted a few designs to magazines and
ended up getting published, which was unexpected and
exciting. I also began teaching classes at local yarn shops
and the various public schools in my city. I really enjoy
passing on a passion for knitting to new generations.
In 2015, I started putting together ideas for my first
collection. I made myself a firm deadline and decided I
wasn’t going to let another knitting season pass me by.
I wrote a note to myself on a sticky note and kept it on
the inside cover of my sketch book. And it just said ‘Don’t
stop.’ I was able to do the hands-on creative work with
my knitted samples, was the creative director/stylist for
the photoshoot, then I designed the book’s layout on my
computer at home, prepared the print files and proofs
and sent it to print. Since then, I have written and selfpublished seven knitting pattern books.
RW: Where do you draw your design inspiration
from? How would you sum up your style?
JG: I am inspired by fine art, music and the fashion
industry. I really enjoy going to art museums, and also
just observing what people are wearing on the street.

28
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I also love going to concerts and I listen to a wide variety
of music, especially while I work … everything from
metal to punk to alternative.
I would say my style is minimal, modern and wearable.
I also find myself somewhat inspired by how cold it gets
where I live in the midwest, here in the U.S. I find myself
wanting to live in cosy sweaters, layers and accessories
during the winter, so I want to make things I will wear
a lot.
RW: Your new book is called Modern Family Knits. If
I had to describe it I’d say it comprises classic knits
with a modern edge, in simple stitches and easy-towear shapes. But is that how you see it?
JG: Yes! I would agree it’s classic and wearable. It’s fun to
create knits for the whole family. Many of the knits are
unisex and the samples are knitted in neutral colors, so
some of the garments can be worn by men or women,
boys or girls. This collection is inspired by my own family
and what we would wear.

RW: You’ve used a selection of DK and chunky
weight yarns for this collection; Alpaca Classic, Big
Wool, Brushed Fleece, Alpaca Soft DK and Cocoon.
You’ve also mentioned in the past that you “fall
hard” for chunky knits. What draws you to these
types of yarns?
JG: I do tend to gravitate toward chunkier yarns - not
always, but often. I love the stitch definition of chunky yarn
and I enjoy wearing dramatic yet functional accessories
like an oversized scarf or cowl. I also admire the modern
silhouette of pullover sweaters and cardigans knitted in a
chunky yarn. Simple, modern and fashion-forward.

RW:You’re an ambassador for Rowan. What do you
do in your role?
JG:Yes! I’ve had the honour of being a Rowan ambassador
since 2013, which has been a fantastic experience. Over
the years, I have become close friends with other Rowan
ambassadors and it’s been a very special, almost familylike relationship, sharing our love of yarn and knitting but
also day-to-day life. Our role as ambassadors is to preview
seasonal collections and yarns and share new releases and
our Rowan knits on social media outlets.

RW: You used painting and dyeing techniques in
your previous Visions collections to create some
really striking pieces. It’s great to see designers
are still pushing the envelope. Do you think you’ll
return to that concept?
JG:Thank you! Visions really incorporated my love of fine
arts with knitting and was truly an interesting collection
to create. I used dye, fabric paint, stamping or bleach
to alter each piece. I enjoy pushing ideas outside of the
traditional box. I would definitely like to keep exploring
new and different ways to create handknits that are a bit
out of the norm.
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RW: What are you working on next?
JG: More Rowan knits - stay tuned!
RW: When you’re not knitting or designing how do
you spend your time?
JG: With my husband Bo and two kids, Lotus and Bowie.
Our family is into music, skateboarding and we love
to travel and see and do new things. My daughter is a
knitter as well and I enjoy sharing my favorite hobby with
her! My family is a huge inspiration to me and I learn
something new from them each day.
Modern Family Knits by Jen Geigley is published by
Quail Studio this autumn. To find out more about
Jen’s work, visit www.jengeigley.com or find her on
Instagram as @jengeigley.

Instagram
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FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE
HOSPICE CHARITY
Words by the Florence Nightingale Hospice

The Florence Nightingale Hospice Charity is celebrating their
30th Anniversary this year. We take a look at the amazing work
they do and how crafts are playing a part in the crucial fundraising.
Florence Nightingale Hospice is based on the campus of
Stoke Mandeville Hospital in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.
The Hospice is run by Buckinghamshire NHS Healthcare
Trust, and partly funded by Florence Nightingale Hospice
Charity.
Florence Nightingale Hospice provides a range of palliative
and end-of-life care services to people in Buckinghamshire
and parts of Oxfordshire and south Bedfordshire who
have life-limiting illnesses such as chronic lung conditions,
cancer and neurological conditions. It has an In-Patient
Unit with twelve beds in the Hospice, and it supports
patients in the home through the Nightingale 24/7 Care
and Community Nursing Teams.
In addition, the Day Hospice offers physical, therapeutic
and emotional support to people who have been
diagnosed with a terminal illness, but who are able to
live independently at home. The Hospice also runs the
Lymphoedema Clinic and cares for and supports families
and friends of patients, through the Bereavement Support
Team and Florrie’s Children’s Team.
Florence Nightingale Hospice Charity commits to raise
£1,000,000 each year to fund Florence Nightingale
Hospice services, and the Charity recruits and manages
a team of over 400 volunteers who support both the
Hospice and the Charity.
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Nightingale Country Crafts (NCC) was the brainchild
of former FNHC CEO Pat Dodge. Pat realised that the
Florence Nightingale Hospice Charity Market Stall was
receiving lots of high quality handmade goods to sell, so
much so that there was an opportunity to establish a group
of people who would be happy to make items for FNHC
to sell at events, or, eventually, through the Charity’s Shops.
NCC was set up in 2008, and was managed by Chris Hall,
with the help of Jeanette MacKenzie. They made baby
clothes, toys, blankets, tea cosies which were then sold at
events such as the Bucks County Show where FNHC had
a stall.

“Sometimes we only make £140 or so at an event,” says
Jan. “But Jane Naismith at the Hospice told me that they
had a lady who was in terrible pain from lying on her side,
but she couldn’t lie any other way. They bought her a gel
pad for only £20, but it took away her pain, and gave her
comfort for the rest of her time. With the ladies doing
the knitting and contributing, you’re buying somebody
comfort. It all adds up to something useful and that is great.”
Making something for NCC is tremendously satisfying,
Jan says. “We’ve turned our hobby into fundraising. We
enjoy doing it. Lots of the ladies say, “I’ve got to be doing
something when I’m sitting in front of the telly.” We like
knitting and sewing and we thought, “Why not put it to
some good use?” Ron and I have always supported the
Hospice ever since my dad was in there about eighteen
years ago. When I heard about NCC I thought, “Yeah!” I
like knitting and sewing and you can’t often do a job that
you really enjoy and know that it’s going to a good cause.
“And to get the feedback from Brigitte and Rachel
[FNHC Shop Managers] and from people who buy the
stuff, and the really nice, kind words they have for the
Hospice…It’s inspirational – you get a real buzz from it.
Some of us are elderly and a bit infirm and to know that
you are doing something useful with your hobby, and see
your stuff being sold feels great.”
Here at Rowan Yarns we have been honored to donate
yarns for this wonderful cause. Emma Carroll from
the Hospice Charity said "The Nightingale Country
Crafts volunteers are absolutely delighted with the
donated yarns. The quality and variety of the balls
has inspired them to try new designs and techniques.
Thank you to all at RowanYarns for your generosity ".

After about three years, Chris was ready to retire, and Jan
Adams took over, co-ordinating the distribution of wool
and the collection of goods from members.They also have
regular meetings, which are both social occasions and a
chance to swap creative ideas and admire each other’s
handiwork.
In 2012, NCC products were tried out in the Wendover
Shop where they sold well.Thame and Haddenham Shops
now also carry NCC stock and nearly nine years later,
the NCC group has 32 ladies who regularly make goods
for sale, and another six or so Associate Members who
live outside the area but who have connections through
relatives or friends, and who send items intermittently.
Since 2008, NCC sales have contributed over £16,000
to the Charity.
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AT

ROWA N AT
OSPREY HOME
We are delighted to announce our new store,
ROWAN at OSPREY HOME, is now open.
This is the story so far...

Rowan Yarns at Liberty has been a key part of the Rowan
brand for over 35 years, and for the last three years the
home of our global flagship. We are extremely proud of
our long-standing relationship with this iconic brand, and
it was a truly fitting place for us to launch the Rowan
Flagship programme.
In order for us to continue to nurture and develop our
global flagship offer, the time has come for us to seek
pastures new so that we can further enhance the Rowan
experience. We are delighted to announce that we have
been invited by British lifestyle & accessories brand
OSPREY LONDON to create a new home for Rowan
at their amazing brand location called OSPREY HOME,
just outside St Albans. With its stores and a café in a pretty
courtyard setting, the picturesque OSPREY HOME
rural location is the perfect fit with Rowan and is sure to
delight Rowan knitters too.
The Rowan team very excitedly set about planning
a space where a true brand experience can be had–a
comprehensive showcase of the Rowan yarns and
collections, designer focuses, inspirational displays, events
and a dedicated workshop space. After a week spent
moving in, we opened our doors at OSPREY HOME
on the 1st September and are delighted with the results!

Just a short drive or taxi ride from St Albans train station
and not far from both the M1 and A1, OSPREY HOME
is served by good transport links. Regular trains from
London St Pancras to St Albans take approx. 35 minutes
and so it’s a perfect destination for a great day out. Did we
mention that not only is the shopping amazing, but the
sweet and savoury treats served at the Saddlery Café are
worth the trip alone!
A full schedule of workshops and classes is available and
we have set up a regular Knitting Club which will be held
on Wednesday mornings! The relaxed knitting group will
meet 10.30-12.30. Expert advice will be on hand as well
as a chance to see Rowan’s new yarns and designs for
Autumn Winter and of course there’s the Saddlery Café
just next door.
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram over the next few
weeks whilst we continue to bring this new space to life
and don’t forget that Central London will continue to
be a Rowan Flagship destination too with John Lewis
Oxford Street flying the London flag.
Rowan at OSPREY HOME The Saddlery, Woodcock
Hill, off Coopers Green Lane, St Albans, Herts AL4 9HJ.

Facebook
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KNITTING IN

S C A N D I N AV I A
& ICELAND
Words by Annika Andrea Wolke

Knitting has a long tradition throughout Scandinavia and
Iceland where knitted fragments have been found dating back
to around 1500. From these early beginnings, knitting quickly
grew in importance and value. It achieved such a high status
that it was even accepted as payment for taxes in 19th century
Sweden. Today knitting has experienced a revival and has
become a popular hobby for many.

Wincent Garn can be found in a residential area in
central Stockholm and hosts a popular knitting café
on Saturday afternoon and Thursday evening once a
month. Both are very much worth a visit if you are on
holiday in Stockholm. This lovely shop has been run by
Eva Wincent for more than 30 years and has had Rowan
for a long time. “I started Rowan when Magazine 4 was
published and introduced Rowan in Sweden!”. She still
keeps all Rowan magazines from number 1 to 66 in the
shop; another reason to visit for sure!
Wincent Garn

The relationship to yarn and wool has always been important
to people in Scandinavia and Iceland. Trude Kolset, the owner
of one of our Flagship stores in Norway, simply describes the
connection to fibre as: “Norwegians are wool people” and in
Iceland knitting is still taught in Primary School today.
Traditionally, sweaters and even jackets were knitted in the
round and then sewn at the front and at the armholes, before
cutting them open.Today though, raglans and round yokes are
growing in popularity as many knitters are inspired by what
they see online and want to recreate the designs they see.
Inspiration comes from traditional motifs, which also inspire
ARNE & CARLOS, two of Rowan's popular designers. You
can see this clearly in their women’s and men’s collections, New
Nordic and New Nordic Men's Collection, using Rowan’s Felted
Tweed, Kidsilk Haze and Alpaca Soft DK. Other popular
designs are sweaters and cardigans with classic shaping for
everyday wear, which explains the popularity of our MODE
at Rowan collection in Scandinavia.
With such a high demand in yarn, it comes as no surprise that
a total of nine Rowan Flagship stores can be found throughout
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Iceland. You can find a shop
each in Sweden and Iceland, both located in their respective
capitals, Stockholm and Reykjavik.
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Storkurinn is the oldest yarn shop in Iceland and
was established in 1953. The current owner, Gudrún
Hannele Henttingen is the third owner of the shop and
took over 12 years ago.Workshops are a vital part of the
shop. Storkurinn offers classes in knitting for beginners
to advanced knitters, crochet, and embroidery. Gudrún
and her team are also always happy to have people come
by and knit and to provide some quiet knitting time to
busy locals and travellers alike.

Storkurinn

Despite being a small country, there are a total of five
Rowan Flagship stores in Denmark. In the middle of
Denmark, is Stof & Sy. When you visit this lovely shop
in Skanderborg, you enter a world filled with yarn, fabric,
sewing machines and haberdashery. Stof & Sy has been
open since 1980 but it wasn’t until a trip to London in
1995 that owner Lene Langballe discovered Rowan. In her
own words it “has been the favourite brand ever since”.
Stof & Sy

On the other side of Denmark, you can find Ho Strik, a
cosy shop on a farm with a traditional thatched roof and
low ceiling. It is located near Blåvand, one of Denmark’s
largest tourist areas. This means customers from all over
Europe visit Jane Johnson's shop. Jane’s priority is ensuring
knitters are happy with their project. “It is important to me
that my customers are working on a successful project. I
spend a lot of time guiding my customers, so I know they
are going home with something that is good!”. There is no
better place to find some souvenirs from your travels.
Ho Strik

With two shops in and around Copenhagen and a further
Flagship store to the north in Aalborg, Rowan can be found
in every corner of Denmark. Uldstedet has two shops, one
located in the city centre of Copenhagen and one in Lyngby,
which is a cosy little city near Copenhagen. Helping their
customers finish their projects is very important to the staff
at Uldstedet.There is always someone available to help with
questions and they run regular knitting classes and events.
Uldstedet

Rowan is represented in two flagship
stores in Norway as well. Strikkestua
is located in the south of Norway,
about 120km from Oslo. It opened
its doors in 1991 and has been run
by the current owner, Trude Kolset
since 2009. Rowan is one of their
favourite brands: “In our opinion
what sets Rowan apart from other
yarn producers on the Norwegian
market is Rowan’s colour palette,
and designs that really stand out in a
crowd from the most complex cabled
sweaters to unique designs with
amazing colourwork!”. The second
Rowan Flagship store can be found at
the other end of Norway in Tromsø.
Strikkestua

Bundingen first opened its doors
in 2010. The shop is located in a big
shopping mall called Jekta Storsenter.
Owner Hege Benoni has had Rowan
in her shop since Magazine 47 and is
very fond of Felted Tweed.
Bundingen

Designværkstedet is a cosy,
colourful shop right in the
middle of Aalborg’s town centre.
They focus on natural fibres
and emphasise sustainability and
animal welfare. Their monthly
drop-in knitting café is a popular
event and a great opportunity to
enjoy a couple of hours with
other yarn enthusiast.

With such a long history of
knitting and so many flagship stores,
Scandinavia and Iceland are the
perfect destination for knitters! For
contact details of all the Rowan
Flagship stores around the world,
please visit our store locator

Designværkstedet
Store Locator
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KNITWEAR
ON SCREEN

A lot of knitting took place in the home in 1940’s
war-torn London, and the British sitcom, ‘Goodnight
Sweetheart’ featured homemade sweaters, cardigans and
scarves. However, the scarf to remember is the extremely
long, multi-coloured, knitted scarf worn by Tom Baker as
The Doctor in ‘Dr.Who’ from 1974-1981. By contrast, on
the big screen, Julie Andrews, as ‘Mary Poppins’, wore a
beautiful peachy pink, crocheted scarf.
Cinema has plenty to offer with memorable film knits
including Matthew Broderick’s sweater with geometric
print in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off ’; Faye Dunaway’s shortsleeved, ribbed jumper, accessorised with neckerchief and
beret from the 1967 film ‘Bonnie and Clyde’; and Sienna
Miller’s mustard cardigan with raised leaf motif from the
film ‘Edge of Love’. And whilst ‘Breakfast at Tiffany’s’
will always be remembered for its iconic little-blackdress, who noticed Audrey Hepburn’s character, Holly
Golightly, knitting with red yarn? In fact, Hepburn herself
was a competent knitter.

Words by Katie Calvert

Knitwear has often been a notable star of many film
and TV productions. From the wide variety of knitted
sweaters worn by Irish singer, Val Doonican on his longrunning TV show, which added to his relaxed, welcoming
style, and were widely copied; to the singular chunky,
white sweater with black motif, featured throughout the
Danish television programme, ‘The Killing’ (known as
'Forbrydelsen' in Danish) (2011). This knitted jumper was
chosen specifically by the actress, Sofie Gråbøl, to be worn
by herself as heroine Sarah Lund. It was hand knitted on
the Faroe Islands using undyed, organic wool. The black
detail on the jumper isn’t dyed wool, but is instead taken
from black sheep.

Other memorable, early knitwear classics include the
chunky, belted white cardigan with black detail, worn by
Paul Michael Glaser as Starsky in the 1970’s ‘Starksy &
Hutch’. Knitting patterns were quickly created from this
iconic garment, and copies and variations are still being
manufactured and lovingly knit to this day. Even earlier
than this, an enduring American classic is the olive green,
fringed poncho worn by Clint Eastwood in his Spaghetti
Western Trilogy from 1964-1966.

One franchise, above all, must be included for its sweaters
alone–‘Harry Potter!’. The ‘Weasley Jumper’, homemade
by Molly Weasley for family and friends as Christmas gifts,
is a firm favourite amongst fans. These are usually knitted
in different colours and, often with the recipient’s first
name initial on the front. Described as lovely and warm,
Ron Weasley dislikes the fact that his jumper is always
maroon. Other notable knitwear in Harry Potter is Neville
Longbottom’s hooded cardigan, in which he becomes an
unlikely hero in ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows,
Part 2’ and the horizontally striped jumper worn by
Hermione Granger in the ‘Order of the Phoenix’. And
finally, not forgetting Potter’s famous yellow and maroon
striped Gryffindor scarf, an eye-catching staple of any
Harry Potter costume now and, most likely, forever.
Interesting Fact – Many of the Harry Potter knitwear
pieces for the films were originally knitted by Rowan’s
Brand Director Sharon Brant!

The list of classic British dramas and sitcoms featuring
eye-catching knitwear doesn’t end there. Evelyn Waugh’s
‘Brideshead Revisited’ featured pristine, white, sleeveless
sweaters, perfect for cricket or boating along the Oxford
canal. The Fair Isle pullover worn by Matthew Goode as
Charles Ryder in the film version is memorable for how
suave the actor looked in it. In Agatha Christie dramas,
especially ‘Miss Marple’ in all her guises, there are plenty
of examples of knitwear. Geraldine McEwan’s Miss
Marple also carries some beautiful carpet bags, in which
we assume she keeps her knitting!
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At the heart of our mission
at “Knitting For All” is
the belief that knitting
really is for everyone.

R E T R E AT TO T H E
S C O T T I S H C O U N T RY S I D E
by Kerry Kimber, Founder & Director of Knitting For All

Imagine escaping the daily routine to indulge in being
creative all day… Wouldn’t it be lovely if you could give
your full attention to learning new skills in the company
of friendly, like-minded people? And what if someone
else took care of all the cooking and looked after you for
a while? You’ll find all this, plus a stunning location at
Gartmore House, set amidst the stunning Scottish scenery
of Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park. This
friendly 18th Century country house offers a variety of
activity retreat holidays including a popular Knitting and
Crochet retreat run by Samira Hill from Knitting For All.

Samira has been the resident Knitting For All tutor at
Gartmore House for several years and brings with her a
wealth of expertise and experience, not to mention a fine
selection of patterns, projects and skills for guests to enjoy.
While some folk come wanting to improve upon a basic
knowledge of knitting and crochet, many others want to
challenge themselves by learning an advanced skill they
haven’t tried before.
Marion Kelly from Fife has attended Samira’s Gartmore
House retreats three times, and loves having the peace and
quiet to focus on learning.

“I personally mastered Entrelac, which I have always shied
away from, and since then have made a child’s jacket, a lace
weight pattern and an entrelac scarf. I have made seamless
socks using Magic Loop with great success. I am going to
try Brioche knitting next time I come. It is wonderful, it’s
like ‘home from home’. We arrive, put cases in our rooms,
get out our work bags and get the ‘Baffies’ on (slippers) which never come off for the whole retreat. They provide
breakfast, lunch and dinner, and there is also a tea trolley
of cakes which comes to us every day. This is heaven…”
Indeed, the delicious home-cooked food (all craft breaks
are offered on a full board basis) and comfortable lodgings
with beautiful views, make this the perfect place for
restorative relaxation.
Morag Taylor was surprised and delighted to receive the
gift of a knitting and crochet retreat from her family at
Christmas. She found it was the perfect opportunity to
spend time being creative, something she finds hard to
prioritise at home where she cares for her mother who
has mild dementia.

The team at Gartmore House always enjoy the company
of their knitting guests and observe that there’s something
special about the companionship of knitting together
in a group. The easy, relaxed conversation and laughter
could be a result of the calming, rhythmic nature of
knitting that puts people at ease, or maybe it’s the
delightful people attending! Either way, Nikki Newton
from Gartmore House commented, “The atmosphere
on Samira’s Knitting and Crochet courses is always so
relaxed, warm and friendly, with lots of giggles, chat
and ‘banter’. As the holidays attract a range of different
levels and experience, there’s lots of ‘blether’ (talk) about
different projects, patterns and material – it’s so nice to see
everyone interested in each other’s work. Many of our
guests return to Gartmore House time and time again,
so it’s lovely to welcome back familiar faces.”
KNITTING FOR ALL

“Samira, our tutor, is a lovely, kind and gentle person
with good teaching skills. She also has the patience of a
saint! She taught me to crochet very quickly despite me
being left handed and having found it difficult before. I
have already booked another 5 day course in April 2020
and I am looking forward to it very much”.
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ROWA N
ACCESSORIES
STORE LOCATOR

We are beyond thrilled to announce the launch of our new
knit and crochet accessories from della Q! Made from premium
materials and hand-sewn with care, each item features our classic
Rowan logo printed onto durable grey cotton fabric, and is
co-branded with a small ‘della Q’ tag. The assortment includes
knitting needle rolls, a generously-sized drawstring project bag,
a handy zippered pouch, and a full-sized craft apron.
The two types of knitting needle cases will accommodate
either straight or circular sets. These contain all the pockets
you could possibly need–and more! Each individual pocket
is labelled with sizes (with some extra blank pockets), so you
can grab the right needle for your project at a glance. These
cases are perfect to carry with you for travel, or just to have
stashed in your knitting nook for organizational purposes. The
project bag is adequately sized to hold a large accessory or even
a garment, while the zippered pouch will hold loads of notions,
crochet hooks, and other tools.
In 2019, Jimmy Beans Wool acquired della Q, adding the
knitting and sewing specific bags to their growing family of
brands. Rowan and Jimmy Beans Wool are longtime partners,
dating back to the early 2000s. Jimmy Beans Wool is one
of Rowan’s flagship stores, and stocks an impressive array of
our yarns.
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This season, Rowan brings us a range of circular
knitting options to suit all tastes and experience
levels, from small accessories such as hats, mitts
and cowls, to skirts and jumpers. For those new to
working in the round, the specific details on the
techniques of circular knitting have been covered
in “How to Knit in the Round”, in the Rowan
Autumn 18 Newsletter. But what if you want to
take one of your favourite Rowan patterns and knit
it in the round instead of back and forth? Just as
we would when substituting yarn or customising
the size, this process needs careful planning and
swatching and there are some general principles
that we can follow when converting from flat
to circular: -

H OW TO WO R K
Flat and circular knitting
by Katherine Lymer

One of the characteristics of knitting I love is its versatility:
how we can find techniques and styles that really work
for us. Be it the needles that we choose to work with
and then how we hold them; the yarns we love to knit
with and wear–their fibres, weight and colour; the types of
garments we like to knit and how we create them. There
are very few absolute wrongs in knitting – but there is a
plethora of differences that allow each of us to personalise
and further embrace our craft.
So it is with garment construction. Over the last decade,
knitting in the round has enjoyed a resurgence, with
knitters advocating its advantages over knitting back and
forth–all of which, you’re no doubt familiar with. The
main argument for circular knitting is that it eliminates
the need for seaming and so, when you’ve finished the
knitting, you’ve pretty much finished the garment. This
is true, but it makes a series of assumptions that may not
always be applicable to your specific project.
The first of these is that, somehow, seaming is “undesirable.”
This may be the view of the knitter (especially those
among us who find this the least enjoyable part of the
process) but it’s not always the best approach for the
desired finish. Some garments need structure and this
is particularly true of large, cabled or textured fabrics–a
style for which Rowan is well known.This does not mean
that seams have to be visible or bulky, or that they’re even
that hard to sew, but they can be essential in maintaining
form, and this is especially true when knitting fabrics in
non-wool fibres. Alpaca and cotton have a tendency to
“drop” (grow lengthways) and garments knitted in these
often embrace seams and shaping to help prevent this.
Fibres that produce beautiful drape, such as linen, will
benefit from being knitted back and forth as they tend to
twist when worked in the round and so hang awkwardly
when worn. Seams can be vital in providing structure and
stability and, ultimately, in maintaining the longevity of
our handknits.
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Knitting back and forth allows us to create individual
pieces of shaped, flat, fabric that can be seamed together
in a process not dissimilar to dressmaking: After knitting
(cutting) the separate pieces, all are pinned and blocked
(pressed) before being carefully seamed (sewn) together,
making a well-fitting and structured garment. Tailored
clothing (with fitted armholes and sleeve caps) can
be replicated when knitting in the round, but require
short-row techniques that are more complicated than
their standard decrease counterparts–and they also require
purling, which counters any “non-purling” rationale that
some knitters may reference for preferring to work in the
round in the first place!
Another cited advantage of working in the round is to
achieve a more consistent gauge as both the front and
back are worked at the same time. Poor tension can be
due to a lack of knitting experience, but it can also be
due to changes in tension when working knit and purl
stitches. Methods to reduce/eliminate these differences
are known (e.g. pulling the yarn tighter as you purl
or changing the way that you throw the yarn when
knitting / purling) but, for some knitters, they may prefer
to eradicate the need to purl altogether by working
stocking-stitch in the round.

1 Ensure the fibre you’re working with will
maintain its shape and drape without the structure
provided by seams.
2 Convert the stitch patterns (either in chart
form or written) and swatch to compare to the
stated tension.
This argument can be extended to Fair Isle / stranded
knitting as working in the round can provide more
consistent tension and easier yarn “management”
(techniques for simultaneously holding two colours),
creating even stitches and strands/floats and, ultimately, a
constantly smooth fabric. We can see this being used to
its full advantage in “Lingmoor Cowl” and “Skiddaw
Boot Toppers” in British Made by Lisa Richardson and
“Knut” from New Nordic Mens by ARNE & CARLOS.
Intarsia, however, remains predominately a technique for
working flat. While there are “fixes” for incorporating it
into circular knitting (e.g. converting the colour work to
stranded knitting), these can have serious consequences
(e.g. increased yarn yardage) and aren’t always straightforward to implement.

3 Determine the construction method, including:
i its order (top-down or bottom-up) - ideally
ensuring it matches the direction of knitting in the
original pattern;
ii sleeves – will they be knitted by picking-up
stitches at the armhole or worked from the cuff up
and sewn/joined into the yoke at a later point (such
as in Lisa Richardson’s “Bennett” in Magazine 66)?
iii necklines/shoulders and other finishing details
– will these be worked at the same time as the main
body or added later by picking-up stitches?
4 Amend the stitch count by removing the seam
stitches from each flat piece – checking whether or
not this will adversely affect the overall fit (removing
four stitches in 4ply is less likely to alter the finished
size than removing four stitches in a heavier bulky/
worsted weight yarn).
5 Rewrite the full pattern instructions.
For consolidation of these techniques for circular
and flat knitting, please consult the Rowan calendar
for an appropriate workshop near you.
ROWAN CALENDAR
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THE KNITTING &
S T I T C H I N G S H OW
At
Alexandra palace

We have just returned from a fantastic few days at
the Knitting and Stitching Show in London! In
partnership with Rowan Flagship Lady Sew and
Sew, our stand was located in the West Hall next to
the wonderfully inspiring Textile Gallery.
This show is always a key date in the Rowan calendar
and this year was no exception. As sponsors of the
catwalk in the Great Hall, we had three fashion
shows a day where we showcased MODE at Rowan
and the main Autumn Winter Collections.
We were also lucky enough to be joined on the
stand by designers Lisa Richardson, Martin Storey,
Dee Hardwicke, Jem Weston and Georgia Farrell,
plus the Knitting For All team.
We all thoroughly enjoyed the show and look
forward to Knitting and Stitching 2020!
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BARCELONA
KNITS
Rowan will proudly sponsor the second edition of
Barcelona Knits Wool Festival. This festival will be
held in Barcelona on November 16th & 17th.

Barcelona Knits will gather many national and
international brands in a unique space to offer
both products and services related with the art of
knitting. Wool producers, small artisans, spinners,
independant dyers, prestigious designers, accessory
designers and publishers will come together at
the fair.
Barcelona Knits will feature knitting and crocheting
workshops taught by first class designers and
instructors. Rowan yarns will be used in several of
these workshops.
World Trade Center Barcelona
Moll de Barcelona s/n
08039 Barcelona

BARCELONA KNITS
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With a spirited energy
Available November
K IM H A RGRE V E S
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FLAGSHIP STORE

T H E C R E AT I V E

NEWS & EVENTS

C R A F T S H OW

CALENDAR

24th- 27th October at the SEC Glasgow

Rowan Flagship store Karelia House will be exhibiting at this
year’s Creative Craft Show at the SEC (Scottish Event Campus)
in Glasgow. We are delighted to say that once again we’ll be
joining the Karelia team at the show with a dedicated Rowan
area on the stand.

For the latest News & Events and
up to date Knitting Workshop schedules for
2019 near you please visit knitrowan.

CALENDAR

We are very excited to be returning for a second year and so
please do come along and see us on stand F16!
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FREE PATTERN

L AT T I C E
By Kaffe Fassett
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B B
C C
D D
E
E
F
F G
G H
H I
I

Key Key
A A

FREE PATTERN

end/beg

end/beg

L AT T I C E
By Kaffe Fassett

3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm
x 50gm

NEEDLES
1 pair 3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) needles
1 pair 3¾mm (no 9) (US 5) needles
3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) circular needle at least 120 cm long
TENSION
24 sts and 32 rows to 10 cm measured over patterned st st
using 3¾mm (US 5) needles.

72
70

60

72
70

60

50

40

30

20

10

72 row patt rep

50

40

30

20

10

MAKING UP
Press as described on the information page.
See information page for finishing instructions.

beg/end

Pattern note: Due to the number of sts, you may prefer
to work on circular needles throughout.

SIDE BORDERS (both alike)
With RS facing, using 3¼mm (US 3) circular needle and
yarn B, pick up and knit 433 sts evenly along one row-end
edge of main section, between cast-on and cast-off edges.
Work in g st for 4 rows, ending with WS facing for
next row.
Cast off knitwise (on WS).

beg/end

FINISHED SIZE
Completed throw is 140.5 cm (55¼ in) wide and 180.5 cm
(71 in) long.

MAIN SECTION
Using 3¼mm (US 3) needles and yarn B cast on 330 sts.
Work in g st for 6 rows, ending with RS facing for
next row.
Change to 3¾mm (US 5) needles.
Beg and ending rows as indicated, using the intarsia
technique as described on the information page, repeating
the 72 st patt rep 4 times across each row and repeating
the 72 row patt repeat throughout, cont in patt from chart,
which is worked entirely in st st beg with a K row, as folls:
Work all 72 rows of chart 7 times, then rep chart rows
1 to 64 once more, ending with RS facing for next row.
(Work should meas approx 179 cm.)
Break off contrasts and cont using yarn B only as folls:
Change to 3¼mm (US 3) needles.
Work in g st for 5 rows, ending with WS facing for
next row.
Cast off knitwise (on WS).

st patt
7272
st patt
rep rep

YARN
Felted Tweed
A Barbara 200
B Seafarer 170
C Zinnia 198
D Ginger 154
E Pink Bliss 199
F Electric Green 203
G Turquoise 202
H Iris 201
I Lotus Leaf 205

72 row patt rep
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Follow @knitrowanbyme and share your
beautiful projects, yarn stashes and more
by tagging @knitrowanbyme in your
instagram posts or send us your WIPs directly
by messaging us on facebook.

FACEBOOK

# K N I T ROWA N B Y M E
We love seeing what
everyone’s up to and your
beautiful knitting projects.

Each Friday we choose our #fridayfavourite
where you could win a £5 voucher to spend
on knitrowan.com.
KNITROWAN.COM

Make sure to share your Rowan pictures to
be in with a chance of being featured in the
next Rowan newsletter.
INSTAGRAM
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at

@modeatrowan
www.facebook.com/ModeatRowan
@modeatrowan

